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Identification and Functional Characterization of the z-Chain
Dimerization Motif for TCR Surface Expression1

Luca Bolliger2 and Britt Johansson

We recognized a common dimerization motif between the transmembrane (TM) domain ofz-chain family members and glyco-
phorin A. We have shown that a glycine within the z-dimerization motif is critical for z-homodimerization and also for its
association with the TCR/CD3 complex. Similarly, two residues within the CD3dg TM domains have proven to be critical for their
interaction with the z-homodimer. A three-dimensional homology model of thez-chain TM domain highlights potential residues
preferentially involved either in the z2-CD3 or z2-TCRab association, confirming our experimental findings. These results indicate
that, for symmetrical reasons, thez-homodimer participates in the TCR/CD3 complex assembly by interacting with CD3gd TM
domains, thereby masking their degradation signals located in the cytoplasmic tails.The Journal of Immunology,1999, 163:
3867–3876.

T he oligomeric TCR complex (TCR/CD3) consists of two
clonotypic TCR chains responsible for Ag recognition
(ab or gd) and four noncovalently associated invariant

subunits (CD3d, g, e, andz). The minimal stoichiometry for the
TCR complex has been proposed as TCRabCD3gde2z2 (1). The
invariant subunits of the complex are not only responsible for ef-
ficient TCRab surface expression but are also essential for the
signal transduction cascade and couple the TCR complex to the
cytoplasmic signal transduction machinery via immunoreceptor ty-
rosine-based activation motifs (2–4).

The biogenesis of the TCR complex is a sequential and well-
ordered process, submitted to the peer control of the cellular ar-
chitectural editing that has been extensively studied (5, 6). In sum-
mary, these studies demonstrate that the domains involved in the
biogenesis of the TCR complex are localized to the extracellular
portion as well as to the transmembrane domain of TCRab-
chains, the CD3 complex, and thez-homodimer (7–13). Cotrans-
fection experiments further defined heterotypic interactions be-
tween the CD3 complex and TCRab, but left thez-homodimer as
a biochemical “orphan” because no specific interaction with other
components of the TCR complex could be detected (6, 14). The
incorporation of thez-chain into TCR/CD3 partial complexes is
the last step during the biogenesis and is also the rate-limiting step
for the surface expression of the TCR complex (15). All in all,
these observations suggest that thez-chain is likely to interact with
at least two different TCR/CD3 components. We have addressed
this question by studying the extracellular (EC)3 (16) and trans-
membrane (TM) domains of thez-homodimer by site-directed mu-

tagenesis. Several reports studying the TM domain of thez-chain
demonstrate that this domain mediates homodimerization (11, 17,
18) and that its association to CD16 and TCR is influenced by
single point mutations within the TM domain (19).

We identified a glycophorin A (gp A) dimerization-like motif in
the TM domain of thez-chain. Site-directed mutagenesis of critical
residues revealed that thez-homodimer interacts via different sides
of its TM domain with CD3 and TCRab. A three-dimensional
homology model from the solved structure of gp A provided im-
portant information about the potential spatial localization and the
nature of these interactions. In addition, we identified and charac-
terized a complementary conserved 6-aa motif in the TM domain
of CD3d and CD3g that is likely to interact with thez-homodimer.
These results suggest that the TM domain of thez-chain acts as a
“structural glue” and keeps TCRab, and CD3d and CD3g associ-
ated within the TCR complex, thereby masking their degradation
signals (20).

Materials and Methods
Cell lines

The 2B4 derivative MA5.8, which lacks endogenousz expression, was
reconstituted with thez-mutants described in this study. The BW5147 cell
line lacking CD3d and z expression was reconstituted withz wild-type
(WT) and CD3d WT or mutant (21). The ecotropic packaging cell line
Bosc23 was purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas,
VA). All cells were grown in IMDM supplemented with 5% heat-inacti-
vated FCS, 2 mML-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100mg/ml streptomy-
cin, and 50mM 2-ME.

Mutations, transfections, infections, and FACS analysis

The strategy for producing thez-chain mutations was outlined in Bolliger
et al. (22). The CD3d cDNA was kindly donated by Dr. F. Letoruneur.
Oligonucleotides were designed to introduce a Kozak element and an
EcoRI restriction site at the 59 end (59-TTGAATTCCACCATGGAACA
CAGCGGGATTCTG) and a FLAG epitope, a stop codon, and aBamHI
site at the 39 end. The modified DNA was then cloned into pGEM3Z
(Promega, Madison, WI). On oligonucleotide bearing the AG3LL point
mutations was designed (59-AGAAGGCCTTCCGGTCTCATGTCCTG
CAAAGCAGTAGACCAACAAGAGCAGGAGCAG), and the PCR product
with the 59 oligo described above was cloned in pGEMCD3dcDNA as an
EcoRI-StuI fragment. All mutations were introduced with PCR and were se-
quenced on an automated sequencing machine (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA). The correct constructs were cloned into a retroviral vector carrying
the puromycin or neomycin resistance genes (LXSP or LXSN) (23–25). Large
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DNA preparations were performed according to standard procedures. Bosc23
cells were transfected using calcium-phosphate or fugen (Boehringer Mann-
heim, Mannheim, Germany). MA5.8 cell were infected as described previ-
ously (26), with the exception that DEAE-dextran was used (40mg/ml).

MA5.8 or transfectants were stained with FITC-labeled anti-CD3e
(145-2C11) (27) or anti-TCRb mAbs (H57-597) (PharMingen, San Diego,
CA). Dead cells were excluded by staining with 0.5mg/ml propidium io-
dide (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Acquisition was performed using a
FACScan flow cytometer, and analysis was performed with CellQuest soft-
ware (Becton Dickinson, San Diego, CA).

Cell surface biotinylation, immunoprecipitation, SDS-PAGE
analysis, and Western blotting

All methods employed are as described in Bolliger and coworkers (16, 22).
Briefly, cells were biotinylated in bicarbonate buffer (20 mM NaHCO3, 150
mM NaCl) with sulfo-NHS-biotin (100mg/ml; Pierce, Rockford, IL) at 107

cells/ml (28) and lysed in lysis buffer (1% Triton X-100 (Sigma, Buchs,
Switzerland), 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM PMSF, 10
mg/ml aprotinin, and 10mg/ml leupeptin) for 20 min at 4°C. Immunopre-
cipitations were performed on the resulting cleared lysates using 2mg mAb
(anti-CD3e or anti-z) and resolved by nonreducing SDS-PAGE. Proteins
were transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad, Mountain
View, CA).

For Western blotting, the nitrocellulose membrane was blocked with
5% low-fat milk in 0.2% Tween-PBS. Blots were probed with 200 ng/ml
H146-968 (mAb anti-z-chain (29)) for 1 h at room temperature in PBS-
Tween. H146-968 mAbs were visualized with a polyclonal peroxidase-
conjugated goat anti-hamster Ig conjugate (Southern Biotechnology Asso-
ciates, Birmingham, AL). Biotinylated proteins or secondary biotinylated
mAb were detected using streptavidin-peroxidase (Southern Biotechnology
Associates). Complexes were visualized with an enhanced chemilumines-
cence system (Pierce). The mouse anti-FLAG mAb (Eastman Kodak,
Rochester, NY) was visualized with a goat anti-mouse secondary HRP-
labeled mAb (Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY). The rabbit poly-
clonal antisera used for detection of CD3d and CD3g in Western blots were
kindly provided by Dr. T. B. Ba¨ckström (Malhagan Institute, Wellington,
New Zealand). A secondary goat polyclonal peroxidase-conjugated goat
anti-rabbit Ig conjugate was used for detection (Southern Biotechnology
Associates).

Modeling

Various structural models were produced. Swiss-PDBviewer (30), RAS-
MOL (31), and Ribbons (32) graphic and modeling software were used to
produce three-dimensional models and pictures. A hand alignment of the
primary sequences of gp A TM andz-TM domains was produced. The

published coordinates of gp A TM were used to model the structure of the
z-TM domain (PDB access ID, AFO1 at the Protein Data Bank of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory) (33). Modeling and energy minimization
were performed with the Moloc software package (Ref. 34, kindly pro-
vided by the Modeling Unit of Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland).

Results
The TM ofz and FceRg contains a gp A-like dimerization motif

The z family of TCR- and FcR-associated proteins is a paradigm
for proteins that are structurally essential for the TCR complex
surface expression and signal transduction. The size of the EC and
cytoplasmic domains of thez-chain with respect to the plasma
membrane is in contrast to the other components of the TCR com-
plex, which have very large EC domains and relatively short cy-
toplasmic tails. We assumed that the EC and TM domains of
z-chain were responsible for setting the structural framework for
the surface expression of the assembled receptors (11, 17, 18, 22).
A recent and extensive study concluded that the TM domain of the
z-chain mediated its disulfide homodimerization. However, ho-
modimerization per se could not be associated with any consensus
motif or specific amino acids within the TM domain (11).

Sequence analysis of the TM sequences of thez family members
(z- and FceRg-chain) indicated the presence of a well-character-
ized dimerization motif identified in the TM domain of gp A (Fig.
1, gp A) (35–38). While the complete dimerization motif consists
of the amino acid sequence LIxxGVxxGVxxT (conserved amino
acids are represented with single letter code, while x indicates
nonconserved positions), thez family members contain a mini-
mized motif (LxxxxxGVxxT). The glycine residue (G) present in
the second part of the motif (GVxxT) has been shown to be critical
for driving the dimerization of gp A (38). In fact, the presence of
the glycine at position 13 (according to the numbering used in Fig.
1A) is critical for the production of SDS-stable gp A homodimers
(35, 36, 38, 39). By analogy, the high degree of conservation of the
critical part of the motif suggested to us that the homodimerization
of z-chain could be mediated mainly via this motif.

FIGURE 1. A, Sequence alignment of
transmembrane domains ofz-chain, FceRg
subunit, and gp A are compared (m, mouse;
h, human; c, chicken). Positions are indi-
cated, the cysteine forming the disulfide
bond inz and FcR is at position 2, and the
amino acids of the motif are boxed.B,
Quantification of surface TCR expression
of the z-dimerization mutants expressed in
MA5.8 hybridoma according mean channel
intensity fluorescence shifts after anti-CD3e
staining. In the front row,z-mutants lacking
the interchain bond are shown, while the
back row shows the same mutants contain-
ing an interchain disulfide bond. Three
FACS profiles of bulk transfectants stained
with anti-CD3e mAb are shown as exam-
ples to assess for the quality of the data
compiled in the graph.
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Mutation of thez-dimerization motif affects TCR surface
expression

To test the possibility that the conserved amino acid (G13, see Fig.
1A) in thez-chain TM domain was indeed involved in homodimer-
ization (cf gp A), we replaced G13 with either hydrophobic amino
acids (A, V, L, and F) or with a polar amino acid (S). To directly
test the contribution of the interchain disulfide bridge on dimer-
ization, we generated the same mutants by replacing the cysteine
responsible for the covalentz-z dimerization with a glycine (Fig.
1A). The differentz-chain mutants were used to reconstitute the
z-deficient cell line MA5.8 (15) by retroviral gene delivery. The
TCR surface expression of bulk transfectants was analyzed by
FACS, and mean channel fluorescence intensity was quantified. In
the presence of the disulfide bridge the effect of WT(G) to A, V, L,
and F mutations impaired the TCR surface expression in a manner
that was “proportional” to the size of the side chain (Fig. 1B,
graph, back).

The absence of the disulfide bridge dramatically influenced the
behavior of the mutants (Fig. 1B, graph, front). While some mu-
tants showed a minimal reduction of the surface expression com-
pared with their respective disulfide-bonded counterparts (compare
WT(G) and G3S in the back row to the front row in Fig. 1B) or

no difference (G3A), others completely abolished TCR surface
expression (G3V, G3L, and G3F mutants). Most likely, the
bulkiness of the side chains of these amino acids affected the ho-
modimerization of thez-chain. The data suggests that there is a
size threshold above which homodimerization in the absence of a
disulfide bridge is unfavorable. This is in agreement with the re-
sults of gp A (35).

In conclusion, our results demonstrate that the mutated glycine
present in the dimerization motif is critical forz-chain dimeriza-
tion and that az-dimer is required for TCR surface expression. In
addition, we observed that the disulfide bridge can physically en-
forcez-dimerization, thereby partially overcoming or even revers-
ing some of the negative effects of the amino acid substitutions
tested.

Mutations in thez-dimerization motif also affectz2-CD3
interactions

To define the effect of the single amino acid exchanges on the
stability of the complex, we subjected the different mutants ex-
pressing TCR complex at the surface to surface labeling with bi-
otin and to immunoprecipitations (IPs) with various Abs (Fig. 2).
To assess variations in the complex recovery during experiments,

FIGURE 2. Biochemical analysis of the
MA5.8 expressing thez-dimerization mu-
tants. Following cell-surface biotinylation,
each mutant, including the negative control,
was immunoprecipitated with three different
mAb (anti-TCRb, anti-CD3e, and anti-z) fol-
lowed by resolution on SDS-PAGE under
nonreducing conditions and Western blotting.
Blots were probed for biotin-labeled proteins
(upper part, full gel) and specifically for
z-chain, CD3d, andg (lower part, gel strips).
z-mutants lacking a disulfide bond are shown
in A, while the covalently linkedz-mutants
are shown inB.
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three different Abs were used (anti-TCRb-chain, anti-CD3e, and
anti-z chain). Immunoprecipitates were resolved on nonreducing
SDS-PAGE gels and Western blotted (Fig. 2,A andB, upper and
lower panels, respectively). The presence of some surface-labeled
TCR/CD3 on thez-deficient cell line MA5.8 is consistent with
some TCR cell-surface expression (2–5% of WT levels by FACS
analysis; Fig. 2A and data not shown).

The z-mutants lacking the interchain disulfide bond, but sup-
porting TCR surface expression, were included in this analysis
(Fig. 2A; WT(G), G3S, and G3A). Our results showed that the
lack of a disulfide bond affected the stability of the entire TCR
complex, because a complete TCR/CD3/z2 complex could not be
recovered neither in anti-TCRb nor in anti-z-chain IPs (Fig. 2A;
WT(G)). However, the immunoprecipitation with anti-CD3e mAb
was more efficient because CD3 and TCRab, but notz, could be
recovered. Interestingly, thez-chain could be recovered with some
TCR ab-chains, without any CD3 components, implying a direct
interaction betweenz and TCRab (compare WT(G) and WT(G)
without disulfide bond in Fig. 2A, upper and lower panels). These
results further confirmed a peculiar role of thez-disulfide bond in
stabilizing the TCR complex, but not in the signaling activity (11,
16). The point mutations, G3S and G3V lacking the disulfide
bond, improved the stability of the TCR complex. In fact, all com-
ponents could be similarly recovered in all three IPs (compare
upper and lower panel of G3S and G3A to WT(G) in Fig. 2A).
The yield of z-chain in immunoprecipitation with anti-z-chain
mAb was clearly increased in comparison to the IPs using the other
Abs; however, the amount of CD3 and TCRab-chains did not
change across all IPs, suggesting a loose interaction betweenz and
the TCR/CD3 complex.

The IPs of mutants G3S and G3A containing the interchain
disulfide bond were as efficient as WT in recovering all TCR com-
ponents as shown in Fig. 2B (compare upper and lower panels of
WT, G3S, and G3A). In the G3V z-mutation, the recovery of
CD3 components was less efficient. In fact, the amounts of CD3d
and g were clearly reduced in the anti-TCRb and anti-z IPs in
comparison to WT (compare upper and lower panels in Fig. 2B to
WT). Furthermore, in contrast to the amount of TCRab-chains,
the recovery ofz-z homodimers was decreased in anti-TCRb and
anti-CD3e IPs. This suggests that thez-z homodimer is loosely
associated with the CD3 complex. The effect of the point mutation
was more accentuated in the G3L mutation. In this case, a com-
plete TCR complex could only be recovered by immunoprecipi-
tating with an anti-CD3e mAb, although similar amounts of
TCRab were precipitated with all three Abs (compare TCRab in
Fig. 2B, upper panel). The IPs with anti-TCRb and anti-z mAb
efficiently recovered the TCRab-chains associated with thez-ho-
modimer but none of the CD3 components. This was demonstrated
by the lack of surface-labeled CD3 components and confirmed in
Western blots probed specifically for CD3d and g antisera (Fig.
2B, G3L, compare upper and lower panel, and similarly to
WT(G) in Fig. 2A). Taken together, these results clearly showed
that z2 and TCRab-chains have a specific site of interaction that
is CD3 independent and that can be localized to the EC or/and TM
domain of thez-chain (40, 41).

Finally, the G3F point mutation destabilized all TCR/CD3/z2

complex. In fact, TCRab could be efficiently recovered only with
anti-TCRb-specific Abs, while the CD3 complex was recovered
only with anti-CD3 specific Abs and thez-homodimer was recov-
ered only with anti-z Abs. In this case, the insertion of a bulky
residue (G3F) almost completely destabilized the TCR/CD3
complex, resulting in a modular desegregation (TCRab, CD3, and
z2 were recovered separately). The outcome of the G3F mutation
further highlights the critical role of thez-homodimer as a possible

intermolecular “glue,” and may explain previous observations
where a lack of association of thez-chain to any single subunit of
the TCR complex was reported (9, 14). Throughout this study, we
noted that the anti-CD3e mAb was more efficient in recovering
surface labeled-CD3 components with respect to TCRab-chains
and thez-chain, suggesting an Ab-mediated general stabilizing ef-
fect on the TCR complex or a consistent amount of clonotype-
independent CD3 complexes present at the cell surface (42).

Theoretical three-dimensional model of thez-z TM domain

The presence of a primary sequence homology between thez-TM
domain and the TM domain of gp A enabled us to model the
z-chain homodimer on the solved three-dimensional structure of
the gp A homodimer. The TM domain of gp A represents a clas-
sical doublea-helical domain with a common interface, defined by
the dimerization motif (33). Homology modeling of thez-TM do-
main using the software package Swiss-PDBviewer (30) showed
that the two cysteines of thez-chain forming the interchain disul-
fide bond were facing each other. This suggested a possible spatial
consensus between the dimerization motif and the covalent bond
of the z-homodimer, in support of our initial hypothesis of a
z-dimerization motif (Fig. 3A).

Using the software package Moloc, we were able to gain infor-
mation about possible conformations of the side chains. This soft-
ware applies a force field calculation algorithm to minimize the
energy of the overall structure (34). The three-dimensional model
of the z-chain TM dimer, shown in Fig. 3,B and C, revealed
interesting details with respect to the mutants described in this
report. The various mutations described were modeled and the
resulting putative conformational changes were scored after ap-
plying the force field calculations, which produced the most stable
conformations.

Mutation of the WT glycine residue in the TM domain to amino
acids with large side chains (V, L, and F) induced the displacement
of both backbone chains (data not shown). Substitution of WT
glycine (G) by V, L, and F resulted in major changes of the sur-
rounding amino acid side chains. Figs. 3,B andC show the impact
of the G3F mutation. The amino acids undergoing the most sig-
nificant changes are presented here (F10, V14, and symmetrically
F910, V914, compare the WT, green, to the G3F mutant, yellow).
The most striking result of the model was that when G was sub-
stituted with F, the bulky side chain of F was housed in a pocket
that usually is occupied by the two hydrogen atoms of the glycine
residue (Fig. 3B, G3F is indicated with a yellow arrow). This is
consistent when G is substituted with any large amino acid. The
pocket in the TM of thez-homodimer could be clearly visualized
(Fig. 3C), and its boundaries could be defined by amino acids F910,
V914, on one monomer, and I16 and Y20 (WT side chains are
colored green). Because of the symmetry of the homodimer, the
same pocket is present on the opposite site of the homodimer. This
modeling data suggests that the size of the side chains of the mu-
tant can interfere with the surrounding residues.

In conclusion, these modeling results suggest that the TM in-
teraction within thez-dimer may occur via the dimerization motif
and that the interaction to the TCR/CD3 complex may occur
mainly via the side of thez-homodimer. These results, although
theoretical, are in full agreement with the biochemical data pre-
sented above and might explain the reported phenomenon.

Interestingly, the negative charges (aspartic acid, D6; Fig. 1A) in
the homodimer were almost facing each other without distorting
the structure. In fact, two protonated carboxylic groups can stabi-
lize each other via H bonds. This interaction may be stabilized by
the presence of the disulfide bond and may be responsible for the
reduction of the expression of TCR complex in the absence of the
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interchainz-disulfide bond (Fig. 1B). Aspartic acid, D6, has been
reported to be involved in the interaction ofz-dimers with CD16.
However, its direct role in the interaction to CD16 and its role in
z-dimerization remains tentative due to contrasting reports with
respect to the importance of D6 (11, 17).

Modulation of TCR surface expression by bulky residues located
on different sides of thez-chain dimer

The results of the molecular modeling of thez-chain TM domain
and its phylogenetic conservation highlighted two bulky residues:
a phenylalanine (F10) and a tyrosine (Y12) that may point toward
the lipid bilayer (Fig. 3B and Fig. 4A). F10, together with V14,
I916, and Y920, define one of the cavities between the twoa-he-
lices comprising thez-TM domain (Fig. 3C).

We mutated F10 either to amino acids with smaller side chains
(A, V, or L) or to ana-helix breaker (P). The mutants were pro-
cessed as described earlier, and TCR surface expression was quan-
tified by FACS analysis (Fig. 4B). While the presence of thea-he-
lix breaker proline completely abolished TCR surface expression,
amino acid residues with increasingly smaller side chains (F3A
and F3V) clearly improved its surface expression (Fig. 4B, compare
rows WT, F3A, F3V, F3L, and F3P). Biochemical analysis of
F3A, F3V, and F3L did not reveal any defect in the composition
of the TCR complex. There was a generalized increase in the recovery
of the components of the complex due to the augmented surface ex-
pression with F3A and F3V (around 50%; Fig. 4B). These results
suggest that an increase in the size of the cavity (i.e., reducing the size
of the side chain of F10, as visualized in the three-dimensional model;

FIGURE 3. Three-dimensional model
of the TM domain ofz-chain derived from
the homology modeling performed on the
solved structure of gp A homodimer.A,
C-a backbone of gp A andz-chain were
visualized with the software package Ras-
mol (31). The opposing cysteines in the
z-homodimer are visualized as spheres.B,
The backbone ribbon with amino acids that
undergo a conformational change are high-
lighted (F10, F910, and V14; WT are
shown in green, mutant G3F in yellow).
The disulfide bond linking the two back-
bones is shown in green (S-S).C, The cav-
ity defined by amino acids F910-I16-Y20-
V914 described in theResults can be
clearly seen. The side chain of the G3F
point mutant (yellow) clearly fills the
empty space of the cavity. (B andC were
produced with the molecular graphics soft-
ware Ribbons (32)).D, Top view of the
two a-helices (a and a9). The location of
the mutated glycine (G13 and G913) is in-
dicated with an arrow. The position of F10
and F910 are also indicated.
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Fig. 3C) positively affects the surface expression of the TCR. A pos-
sible explanation is that the interaction of thez-chain with the CD3
complex (most likely CD3d and CD3g) is more stable if F10 is re-
placed with a smaller amino acid, thereby masking the degradation
signals in cytoplasmic tails of CD3 (20) and ultimately leading to
more efficient TCR surface expression.

The three-dimensional model presented here also depicts the
side chain of Y12 pointing toward the lipid bilayer (details in Fig.
4A). Due to its polar nature, it is unusual to find a Y residue in the
middle of TM domains of monomeric proteins (L.B., unpublished
observation); therefore, we postulate that this side of thez-TM
domain may interact with an alternative component, not CD3. To
test this hypothesis, we mutated Y12 to alanine, valine, leucine,
and proline (Y3A, Y3V, Y3L, and Y3P) and analyzed the

mutants as described previously. Surface expression was quanti-
fied (Fig. 4B), and, in contrast to the F10 mutants, substitutions of
Y12 with amino acids with small side chains was found to impair
the TCR surface expression (compare WT to Y3A, Y3V, and
Y3L in Fig. 4B). As with the F3P mutation (unable to sustain
surface TCR expression), the mutant Y3P completely abolished
TCR surface expression, supporting the notion for the requirement
of an a-helix in the TM of z. The biochemical analysis of muta-
tions at Y12 (Fig. 4C) showed that, in contrast with the G13 or F10
mutations, a more general defect on the stability of the TCR com-
plex, even if thez2-TCRab interaction was more strongly im-
paired than thez2-CD3 interaction. In fact, the amount of TCRab
recovered in WT or Y3L in the IPs with several Abs was equiv-
alent, while it was absent in the IPs with anti-CD3 or anti-z of the

FIGURE 4. Structural and biochemical
analysis of F10 and Y12: two bulky phy-
logenetically conservedz-TM residues.A,
Graphical representation of the two resi-
dues in the three-dimensional model pro-
posed.B, Mean channel fluorescence in-
tensity of transfected MA5.8 obtained by
directly labeled anti-CD3 FACS staining.
2, mAb absent.1, mAb added to deter-
mine the residual TCR/CD3 expression in
the absence of thez-chain.C, Western blot
analysis after surface labeling of the Y12
mutants (upper panel) or z-specific prob-
ing (lower panel).
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Y3A or Y3V mutants (compare surface-labeled bands in upper
panel of Fig. 4C). However, the CD3 complex components (Fig.
4C, upper panel) andz-chain (Fig. 4C, lower panel) could still
be recovered in the single immunoprecipitation. In the Y3P
mutant, thez-chain was completely absent, suggesting its rapid
degradation.

Y12 mutants produced a surface-labeled monomeric form of the
z-chain that was recovered only in IPs with anti-z mAb. This sup-
ported our previous conclusion that the monomeric form ofz-chain
cannot associate with the TCR complex (z-monomer is indicated

in the top panel as surface labeled, and as a specific band, lower
panel, in Fig. 4C).

Conserved TM motif in CD3g and CD3d are involved in the
association to thez-chain

The fact that the mutation of thez-dimerization motif impaired the
z2-CD3 suggested a loose interaction of those mutants with the TM
domains of CD3. Therefore, we analyzed the TM domains of all
known CD3 components. Results for the mouse homologues
(mCD3) are presented in Fig. 5A. The TM domain of mCD3e
shares little identity with mCD3d or mCD3g. This is consistent
with CD3 components from other species (data not shown). The
comparison of the TM domains of CD3g and CD3d clearly high-
lighted a phylogenetically conserved motif of 6 aa (Fig. 5B, motif
is boxed). However, it was surprising to see that the highest iden-
tity was condensed over such a short stretch of amino acids, be-
cause the TM domains of CD3d and CD3g are equivalent and
interchangeable for TCR function (12, 43). Because the two small
residues within the motif (A and G) locate on opposite sides of the
transmembrane negatively charged residue, which is important for
the interaction with TCRa-chain (8, 44), we hypothesized a site of
interaction between thez-chain and both CD3d and CD3g.

We focused on the two small phylogenetically conserved amino
acids within the motif (A and G) because, thanks to their small
size, they could be located at contact sites betweena-helices,
thereby promoting chain-to-chain contact (e.g., dimerization mo-
tif). Because these residues could be part of a pocket, the effect of
a nonconservative point mutation should be significant. The mu-
tation of two small residues of CD3d (alanine and glycine) to

FIGURE 5. Sequence comparison of the TM of mouse CD3e with
CD3d and g (A), mouse CD3d and g, and Xenopusand chicken hybrid
CD3dg (B). Identical residues are visualized with lines, and the putative
region of CD3d andg interacting with thez-homodimer is boxed.

FIGURE 6. The analysis of the CD3d TMAG3LL mutant.A, Alignment of the mutant with the different CD3 TM domains.B, FACS profiles by
staining of BW5147 reconstituted with the different constructs with directly labeled anti-CD3 mAb.C, Biochemical analysis of the BW5147 transfectants.
Theupper panelrepresents a Western blot with mAb directed against the FLAG epitope present at the very C-terminal part of CD3d WT and mutant, and
the lower panelis the same blot probed for thez-chain.
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leucine produced a TM domain motif similar to the one present in
CD3e (Fig. 6A). Reconstitution of the hybridoma BW5147 (z2/2

and CD3d2/2) (21) with the WTz-chain and the WT or mutated
CD3 d-chain tagged with a C-terminal FLAG epitope (WT or
CD3dTM AG3LL ) clearly showed that the CD3dTM AG3LL
was not able to reconstitute TCR surface expression (Fig. 6B). The
biochemical analysis of the transfectants revealed that the mutant
CD3dTM AG3LL could assemble to CD3e, but was loosely
associated to the TCRab-chains and thez-homodimer, and sim-
ilarly to the single transformants (compare the three IPs of the four
different cell lines analyzed in Fig. 6C). Therefore, in the BW5147
cell line expressingz and the CD3dTM AG3LL mutant all com-
ponents needed for expression were present, but the two point
mutations impaired the formation of stable complexes and thus
TCR surface expression. Because the interaction of CD3d to TCR
a-chain during the TCR complex biogenesis are determined pri-
marily by their EC domains (12), the experiments presented in this
section clearly suggest that the motif in the CD3d TM domain is
critical for the interaction with thez-homodimer.

Discussion
A heterotypic interaction between thez-chain and any of the single
TCR/CD3 subunits could not be detected in transient transfection
experiments, suggesting that thez-chain is involved in a nonde-
fined multicomponent interaction (14).

Sequence comparison of thez-TM domain with different TM
domains revealed a dimerization motif homologous to the TM do-
main of gp A (36). The section of the motif that is present in the
TM of the z-chain contains a glycine residue that is critical for the
gp A dimerization, resulting in SDS-stable homodimers (Fig. 1;
G13) (35, 37). By site-directed mutagenesis of the corresponding
glycine in the TM domain of thez-chain (G13), we have shown
that this position is critical for the homodimerization of thez-chain
(Fig. 1B). Mutation of this residue also directly influences the sur-
face expression and stability of the TCR complex. These effects
are amplified in the absence of the interchain disulfide bond. The
results also show that thez-chain must be in a dimeric form to
transport the TCR complex to the cell surface. This is an interest-
ing observation because the interchain disulfide bridge has been
conserved throughout evolution (from chicken to humans) (45),
although it is dispensable for the biogenesis of the TCR complex
and for its function (11, 17, 18). From the phylogenetical point of
view, it may be an advantage to have an interchain disulfide bond
to cope with naturally occurring mutations. Although speculative,
our experiments may support this view because the presence of the
disulfide bridge minimized the effects of TM point mutations on
TCR surface expression and function.

Dimerization motif variants can be found in two other molecules
of immunological relevance: the TCR interacting molecule
(TRIM) and DAP12. TRIM is a disulfide-linked homodimer re-
cruiting intracellular signaling proteins to the plasma membrane
(46), while DAP12 represents a disulfide-linked homodimer that is
associated to activating NK cell receptors (47). Both molecules
contain possible variants of the dimerization motif in their TM
domains (GLxxxxGLxxV in TRIM and GIxxGDxxL in DAP12).
The 4-aa spacing between the two GL pairs could support the
formation of tetrameric complexes as experimentally shown with
gp A TM mutants (37).

Some of the mutants presented in this study induced the bio-
chemical segregation of the TCR complex in its modular compo-
nents: the TCRab-z2 module segregated from the CD3 complex
module in the WT(G) without disulfide bond, G3V and G3L
mutants. A complete segregation of the single modules was in-

duced in the G3F mutant (Fig. 2B). These results clearly show
that the region defined by residues around the dimerization motif
are also important for stabilizing the TCR/CD3 complex. Further-
more, they seem to be preferentially involved in an interaction with
the CD3 complex rather than with TCRab. The three-dimensional
model of the TM domain of thez-homodimer obtained by homol-
ogy modeling from the three-dimensional structure of gp A gave
insight into the effect that different point mutations could have on
structure. The WTz-TM structure contains an empty cavity de-
fined by the dimerization of the two TM domains (F910, V914, I16,
and Y20; Fig. 3C). This is occupied by the side chains of the
mutants (G3V, G3L, and G3F; Fig. 3C), which induced con-
formational changes of phylogenetically conserved bystander res-
idues in the three-dimensional model (F10, F910, V14, and V914).
Closer analysis of F10 (F910 as well due to the symmetry of the
TM domain) revealed its importance in the TCR biology, because
point mutations to smaller amino acids, i.e., increasing the size of
the cavity, had a positive effect on TCR surface expression (Fig.
6A, and in agreement with Fig. 2) without affecting the biochem-
ical stability of the complex (data not shown). These biochemical
and structural data supported each other and confirmed the critical
role of amino acids surrounding the dimerization motif in the bio-
genesis of the TCR complex. In contrast, the mutation of the con-
served Y12 residue (Fig. 4A), which is likely to point toward the
membrane, had a negative effect on the TCR complex surface ex-
pression, as well as the dimerization of thez-chain (monomeric
form of z present) (Fig. 4C). The mutation of Y12 impaired the
interaction with the TCRab-chains and, to a minor extent, with
the CD3 complex, suggesting its role in the overall stability of the
complex. These results also indicated that residue Y12 was critical
for the covalent dimerization of thez-chain, most likely because
the presence of a bulky polar amino acid defines an axial asym-
metry of thea-helix, which, in this specific case, would promote
dimerization as a result of loss in entropy in the membrane (e.g.,
amphiphatic mitochondrial targeting sequences (48)).

Published data focusing on the specificity of CD3 domains dur-
ing the biogenesis of the TCR complex clearly emphasized the
central role of the EC domains, in contrast to the well conserved
and exchangeable TM or cytoplasmic domains (12). In this study,
a closer analysis of the CD3 TM domains highlighted a 6-aa motif,
present in the TM domains of CD3d and CD3g but not CD3e,
which has been conserved fromXenopusto human. Because of the
composition of the motif (LALGVY) and its location in the lipid
bilayer comparable to the dimerization motif, we hypothesized a
role in the association to thez-homodimer. The reconstitution of a
CD3d-deficient cell line with a mutated CD3d TM motif (CD3d
TM AG3LL , homologous to CD3e) was not able to rescue TCR
surface expression, even although all complexes could be detected
intracellularly (Fig. 6C). These results suggested that this section
of the TM of CD3d, and by homology, of CD3g, might interact
with the cavity produced by the homodimerization of thez-chain.
The cavity may represent a docking site for a large hydrophobic
residue present in the motif within the TM domains of the CD3d
and CD3g complex. The target amino acid on the side of CD3
could be the leucine in the middle of the motif (LALGVY). If this
is correct, the occupied pocket in thez-chain dimerization mutants
would weaken the interaction to the CD3 complex but not TCRab,
thereby explaining our results (Fig. 2).

It has been proposed that the function of thez-homodimer, be-
sides being a signaling component, is to maintain a tight interac-
tion to CD3, thereby masking their protein kinase C-dependent
internalization signals (4, 20, 49, 50). Extrapolating from our
three-dimensional model, we think that this type of interaction
might reflect a smaller version of a helical interaction described for
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other systems: a leucine bristle that has been proposed to mediate
the assembly of MHC class II molecules (51), the methionine
bristle in signal recognition particle-54 interacting with a signal
sequences (52), or acidic receptors of the mitochondrial outer
membrane (53).

This model gains further support from some recent studies in
chicken andXenopuswhere CD3 components have been cloned
(54–56). Although a chicken CD3e homologue was characterized,
only a single CD3d/g hybrid could be isolated. This shared ho-
mology with both CD3d and CD3g from other species, including
the TM motif. In fact, in chicken andXenopusthis CD3-hybrid
seems to be the only other CD3 present, apart form CD3e (T.
Göbel, unpublished observation). The chickenz-chain, which also
contains az-dimerization motif, can functionally reconstitute a
murine TCR complex lacking endogenousz-chain (45). We think
that this species cross-equivalency is likely to be the result of the
phylogenetical conservation of both motifs in the TM domains of
z-chain, CD3d, and CD3g.

In summary, we would like to propose a model (Fig. 7) in which
the homodimeric TM domain of thez-chain is intimately involved
in the stabilization of the TCR complex via its dimerization-motif
face to CD3d and probably, for symmetrical reasons, CD3g. At the
same time, the Y12 side of thez-TM domain, together with its EC
domain, might interact with TCRab-chains (Fig. 7 and Ref. 16).
In conclusion, this model provides an explanation why thez-ho-
modimer has never been reported to interact with any single TCR
complex components and proposes thez-homodimer as a “TCR
glue.”
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